
Systematic Balance Training  
 

System Related to Postural Control  Corresponding Impairments   Treatment Strategies  
Biomechanical Constraints  LE weakness  

Poor postural alignment  
Foot deformities and or pain 
Functional limitation sit to stand and 
with on/ off the floor transfer. 

LE  strengthening progression utilizing 
prosperities of water advancing from assistive 
to supportive to resistive aquatic exercise, 
utilize aquatic environment for reduction of 
pain and early functional training for sit to 
stand and ½ kneel to stand for off the floor 
transfers    

Stability limits/ Verticality Limited functional reach forward 
and laterally  
Instability with leaning, difficulty or 
inability to return to vertical with 
eyes closed  
Sensory deficits  

Reaching and returning  

Anticipatory Postural Adjustments Difficulty with postural transitions. 
Limited sit to stand, heel raise, single 
leg stance, step test, standing arm 
raise 

Reach in all directions to touch/ grasp object, 
use different postures for variation throw a 
ball different speeds or heights, lift objects of 
varying weights, open and close doors 
different handles/ heaviness, maneuver 
through obstacle  course.  

Postural Responses (reactive)  Limited ankle, hip or stepping 
strategies, challenged with 
perturbations and in place responses  

Perturbations  
Isometric holds and release in various 
directions  

Sensory Orientation  Vestibular and sensory integration 
impairments, challenges with 
unstable or incline surfaces 
especially with eyes closed 
Increased body sway during stance  

To destabilize the visual inputs have patient 
close their eyes, wear prism glasses, move 
eyes and head together.  



To decrease reliance on somatosensory cues 
narrow the BOS, stand on foam or incline 
board  

Stability in Gait Decreased gait speed 
Challenged with change of speed, 
head turns and pivot turns during 
gait. 
Loss of balance or slowing speed 
with stepping over obstacles  
Slow speeds with TUG  and TUG with 
dual task  

Unpredictable command technique  
Change speeds with exercise and walking  
Practice head turns and change of direction   

 
 
Regardless of affected system patient education on home environment and other fall prevention techniques should take priority, 
especially when the patient is at high risk for falls.   
 


